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Abstract Sea target detection is a vital application for military and navigation purposes. A new supervised clustering
method based on the combination of the PSO and FCM techniques is presented for the sea target detection problem. The
color components of the target and non-target pixels in the
RGB color space are used as features to train the classification algorithm. The new classifier is presented in the form
of a new color space which we call the Target-based Color
Space (TCS); in fact the RGB color space is converted to
this new space through a 3 × 3 matrix. The Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) algorithm is then used to search for the
optimum weights of the conversion matrix which results in a
more discriminating clustering space between the target and
non-target pixels. In other words, solving the optimization
problem, minimization of the objective function of the FCM
clustering technique in linear and quadratic transform domain (with a NP-hard problem in quadratic conversion), is
done using the PSO algorithm. The main objective of this
work is to demonstrate the efficiency of using just color
features, as well as color space conversion in the classification domain. Experimental results show the efficiency of
new method in finding sea targets in color images.
Keywords Supervised clustering · Particle swarm
optimization · Fuzzy C-means · Color space · Color
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1 Introduction
1.1 Sea target detection
Sea target detection methods through image processing,
based on the type of images that have been used, are divided
into four categories:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

RADAR images
IR images
Satellite images
Visible images

Of which the first and most considered one concerns the
sea target detection based on radar imagery. The radar system is essential for detecting in adverse weather conditions
such as fog, raining, snowing, etc. [1]. Two significant kinds
of radar images are SAR and ISAR images. Inverse synthetic aperture radar (ISAR) is an imaging technique which
is used to produce medium/high resolution images (metric
or sub-metric) of naval, aerial or ground targets. Most of
researches in this area deal with radar imaging techniques
rather than image processing techniques. One of the most
considered parts of radar imagery are the SAR images. At
present, there are two modes to detect ships in SAR images. One is a direct mode, detecting ships directly. The
other is an indirect mode. That is, it first detects ship wakes,
and then seeks ships around the wakes. In the direct mode,
there are a lot of methods to detect ships, such as adaptive threshold way [2, 3], probability neural network (PNN)
model method [4], double parameter constant false-alarm ratio (CFAR) detection method [4, 5], and fractal detection algorithm [6]. Ship wakes detection methods mainly include
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Radon transform, Hough transform, mathematical morphology and wavelet analysis [7]. However, the wake of a slowly
moving or nearly stationary ship is unlikely identifiable in a
SAR image [8]. All the SAR-based methods expend largely
but they have two serious drawbacks:
(a) They can only obtain target points, which cannot be used
to recognize the targets.
(b) There are targets that are invisible to radar like wooden
boats.
The second group consists of detection methods based
on IR images. The RADAR images are often undesirable
for military applications because they reveal the location of
the imaging system. So, researchers explored visible and infrared images of ships which are generally more consistent
than RADAR images and for which it is easier to compensate for environmental effects [9]. The infrared system is
employed to enhance vision in weak light conditions. To extract semantic objects from a scene, an a priori knowledge of
the image type and object characteristics is necessary. The
a priori knowledge for the infrared image segmentation is
based on the fact that the object that has to be extracted has
either a larger or smaller temperature than the environment,
being characterized by transient elements such as edges and
peaks. The work published in [10] is one of recent years
papers that worked on IR images. The authors used PCA,
Bayes classification and wavelet-denoising to classify the
sea targets, but in several papers, the limitations and disadvantages of methods based on statistical analysis are pointed
out [11]. IR images have three main problems [9]:
(a) Poor SNR-ratio
(b) Varied gray levels
(c) Naval ships or small boats have a homogenous stern
side.
The third group consists of methods that use visible satellite images for sea target detection [12, 13]. One part of
the last group is satellite high resolution images. Highresolution images allow a more accurate and reliable discrimination of ships and the possibility of their classification. However, the detection technique for this case must
deal with a larger level of non-homogeneity and must take
into account the intrinsic non-Gaussian nature of the backscattered intensity [13]. Hu et al. [13] present a method
based on cumulative projection curve (CPC) to estimate the
number of ships of small size, which is only efficient on special images of stationary ships along coastline. One of a few
research works that uses color feature, from the Lab color
coordinate system, in this area is [12]. They have presented
a definition on the degree of overlap between two clusters
and developed an algorithm for calculating the overlap rate.
Using this theory, they also have developed a new hierarchical cluster merging algorithm for image segmentation and
apply it to the ship detection in high resolution image.
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The last group consists of methods that work on visible
images. Most of these methods use grey-level features for
target detection [11, 14]. One of the research works that is
more superior to previous works in this group is [11]. Their
work is based on calculating different chaos by obtaining
largest Lyapunov exponent of target and sea background
which is not appropriate for images that contain some low
chaos object other than the target. Also the same authors
have proposed the work in [14] based on the natural measure feature. Although the method’s results are considerable
for some images but it still suffers from previously mentioned imperfection and needs analyzing several frames for
exact results. To review the considered methods, we provide Table 1 to discursively compare some important aspects of sea target detection in different methods. The assessments in the table are based on the proposed methods
on the previously mentioned works and may change over
future works.
Because of the above mentioned reasons, the existing
methods suffer from one or more drawbacks, so it is still
important to find new methods of detecting the target from
its background. This paper is one of a few works that utilizes
the color feature in the sea target detection domain.
1.2 Color spaces
The use of color in image processing is motivated by two
principal factors. First, color is a powerful descriptor that
often simplifies object identification and extraction from
a scene. Second, humans can discern thousands of color
shades and intensities, compared to about only two dozen
shades of gray [15]. The purpose of a color space (also called
color model or color system) is to facilitate the specification of colors in some standard generally accepted way [15].
Some papers like [16] present general segmentation methods which can operate based on information about motion,
color, texture and so on, which indicates the importance of
color as one of usable features for pattern recognition problem.
A color model is an abstract mathematical model describing the way colors can be represented as tuples of numbers,
typically as three or four values or color components (e.g.
RGB and CMYK are color models). Many color spaces are
related to each other by linear transformations that are captured by 3×3 matrices. Hence a given color, and thereby any
color image, can be represented in terms of another color
space by transforming its 3-D vector representation using a
3 × 3 matrix. For instance, the calculations performed in the
color space conversion from RGB to YCbCr are presented
below. Parcels of each R, G and B input components are
considered in the calculation of the output components in
the space YCbCr [17]. The YCbCr color space was developed as part of ITU-R BT.601 during the development of
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Table 1 Comparison between
some important aspects of
different sea target detection
methods

Detection of

Military

Cost of making

A prior knowledge

point-like targets

acceptance

the image

about the scene

SAR images

Yes

No

High

No

IR images

Yes

Good

High

Yes

Satellite image

No

Good

High

No

Visible images

No

Good

Low

No

TCS

No

Good

Low

Yes

world-wide digital component video standard. Y is the luminance component, and Cb and Cr are the blue-difference
and red-difference chroma components.
⎡ ⎤
Y
⎣Cb⎦
Cr
⎡
⎤ ⎡
⎤⎡ ⎤
16
65.481
128.553
24.966
R
= ⎣128⎦ + ⎣−37.797 −74.203
112 ⎦ ⎣G⎦ (1)
128
112
−93.786 −18.214
B
CIE standardized color order systems by specifying the light
source, the observer and the methodology used to derive
the values for describing color. Many color spaces are presented but the other viewpoint involves theories of color vision which are derived from the sums and differences of the
three cone types [18–20]. Another viewpoint on color space
is selection of the best space. In this category, different transformations of the RGB color space (as HSI, HSV and Lab)
were compared to find the best method for separating target/clutter or foreground/background and so on in color images taken by a digital photo camera [21]. Some researchers
used a color space in a specific application in the computer vision such as skin detection in the HSV color space
[22], people tracking by using color histograms from the H
and the V components of the HSV color space [23], face
recognition in a new space based on K-L1 transform [24],
lip tracking into the CIELAB, CIELUV color spaces [25],
object recognition into illumination invariant type of RGB
color space [26] and image restoration into the CIELAB
color space [27]. In [28], the properties of six color spaces
are discussed for detection of specific surface defects. They
show that these defects are well detected when the clustering
analysis is performed in the RGB space. Authors of [29] apply two classification methods using different color spaces.
By means of a visual assessment of the results, they also
conclude that the RGB space is the best among all the considered color spaces.
The main advantage of segmentation through the color
features is that target detection can be performed indepen1 Karhunen-Loève

(KL).

dently of the size and position of the target within the image [30]. In most cases, the segmentation of a color image
demonstrates to be more useful than the segmentation of a
monochrome image, because the color image exhibits much
more image features than the monochrome image [31]. The
segmentation of a color image requires a computational cost
which is considerably higher than what is needed for the
monochrome image, but it is no longer a major problem with
the increasing speed of computation and decreasing cost of
color sensors. In fact, there has been a remarkable growth of
techniques for the segmentation of color images in the past
decade.
1.3 The classification concept
The field of machine learning falls into two primary categories: supervised and unsupervised learning. In supervised
learning, the algorithm is provided with the both cases; data
points and the labels that represent the concept to be learned
for each case. The goal is then; learn the concept in the
sense that a new, unseen case comes to be classified, the
algorithm should predict a label for this case. The supervised segmentation is commonly used in the applications
where the sample of object colors can be acquired in advance, e.g., object tracking, face/gesture recognition, and
image retrieval etc. In order to avoid overfitting, these algorithms try to achieve a balance between fitting the training data and good generalization, this is usually referred as
the Bias/Variance dilemma. The outcomes of this class of
algorithms are usually evaluated on a disjoint set of examples from the training set, called the testing set. The common techniques of supervised segmentation are evaluated in
[32]. The most common methods in this field are traditional
statistical approaches, maximum likelihood, decision tree,
nearest neighbor, support vector machine (SVM) and neural networks. Some examples among applications for supervised clustering are proposed in [33, 34] for target detection,
and in [35] for building recognition.
The nature of the clustering problem is such that the ideal
approach is equivalent to finding the global solution of a
non-linear optimization problem. This is usually a difficult
task to achieve. As a matter of fact, this is an NP-hard problem, i.e., a problem that cannot be solved in polynomial time
[36].
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The main goal of this paper is to create a new target based
color space based on supervised classification, in which
some characteristics of clusters to be classified are introduced to the classifier through human interference. In our supervised classifier, sample pixels from target and non-target
are manually extracted (in form of a 25 × 25 sub-image for
each one), and then the color components of these pixels are
used to train the method. Thus, we make effort to gain a
new conversion-based space with more discriminating characteristics between the color components of the target and
non-target.
1.4 Related works
As mentioned, many research works have been published,
utilizing color features. Here we are going to review some
of them that have created new color space for target detection purposes. Several color spaces are developed for skin
and face detection [37–39]. De Dios et al. [38] presented
a new color space, YCgCr, using the smallest color difference (G-Y) instead of (B-Y) which is the biggest difference
and is selected in YCbCr. A new color space and a level set
method based on Mumford-Shah model for skin region segmentation is performed in [39]. Another new color space is
constructed for skin color clustering in [37], and the concept of correlation between the image data and the color of
illuminants is introduced.
Other applications also had been excuses for creating new
color spaces. For example, a new color space for bladder tumor detection is proposed in [40]. In this new color space,
they applied a non-linear transformation to the fluorescence
component which leads to a better separation of fluorescing
and non-fluorescing pixels. Jia et al. [41] presented a thresholding approach based on a new color space model and embedded it into the background subtraction. An approach to
detect specular highlights in color images is presented in
[42]. Panetta et al. [43] introduced a method of splitting up
color spaces into different components and then performing edge detection on individual color planes. A new color
space was also introduced which is an improved version of
the PCA algorithm. By analyzing the results of these algorithms, they determined which color space and edge detector
is best suited for each algorithm.
The FCM method is widely used in biomedical engineering for detection of infarct lesions [44], detection of breast
cancer [45, 46], lungs nodule detection [47], analysis of
lymph node sections [48], and other applications like ship
detection in SAR images [49], road seed extraction [50], fire
detection [51], face detection [52], lip segmentation [53],
and proposing a polynomial-based neural network for pattern classification [54].
This paper is organized as follows; Sect. 2 is dedicated
to describing the new method. Linear and quadratic conversions are introduced in Sects. 2.1 and 2.2 respectively. In
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Sect. 2.3 the PSO procedure during our method is expressed.
Section 3 is dedicated to experimental results where our new
color space is tested from different points of views. A quick
review of the proposed method and the innovations of this
paper are mentioned is Sect. 4, and a brief introduction about
the general PSO is mentioned in Appendix.

2 The proposed approach
In this section, we introduce a linear, as well as a quadratic
conversion based on a novel combination of the PSO and
FCM methods to create a target-based color space. We are
seeking a 3 × 3 conversion matrix, and then using it to transfer the original image to a new color space. The conversion
should have the quality of classifying target from not-target
in the new color space. Therefore, our major criterion in
finding the conversion matrix is differentiation between the
color components of target and non-target pixels as much as
possible, when the image is transformed to the new space.
In other words, in the new space, we want the color component of target and non-target with maximum difference and
minimum variance. To do so, we use the FCM as a rudimental method to cluster target and non-target, and then we try
to improve this clustering performance. The PSO search is
used as an iterative procedure to gradually optimize the conversion matrix to achieve better classification results. The
details of our PSO based search toward finding the conversion matrix is discussed in Sect. 2.3. See also [55] for
a similar conversion-based method through a 3 × 3 matrix,
where we used quadratic programming and GA to produce
a new color space for lip detection. Based on our previous
experiments in [55] we realized that color feature could be
a powerful tool to train supervised classification methods.
Two methods are proposed in this paper to obtain the mentioned conversion matrix; linear and quadratic transformations. The proposed method should be trained in order to
meet our conditions. Thus, at the first step, the color characteristics of the target and non-target pixels should be introduced to the software. In order to train our method, we extract sub-image pictures from the target and non-target pixels of the original image. These two sub-image pictures are
called training samples and are used for training the method.
Simply saying, the conversion matrix is obtained according
to converting of the training samples, and it will be modified in the PSO procedure to make these training samples
look more different after conversion. However, at the end of
the PSO search the 3 × 3 matrix will be used to convert the
whole image to the new color space.
2.1 Linear transformation
Different stages of our method are shown in Fig. 1. The first
step is the extraction of training samples by choosing pieces
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of target and non-target pixels from the original image. At
the second step, the particles in the PSO are needed to be
initialized in order to suggest a random conversion matrix,
named W . So, the third step which is the linear transformation needs two inputs; the first input which consists the
training samples and the second one that is the 3 × 3 conversion matrix. Then, we convert the samples to the new
space by means of the matrix suggested by the PSO through
the linear transformation represented as the following equation,
y =x ×W

(2)

where x is the training samples from the target and nontarget that are arranged below each other in the form of a
M × 3 matrix. M is the summation of pixels in both training
samples, and 3 denotes the number of color components in
the original color space (RGB), where we have R, G, and
B as color information. In the tested images throughout this
paper, both the training samples from the target and nontarget are in the form of 25 × 25 pixels sub-image. Consequently, their matrix would be a 3D, 25 × 25 × 3 matrix
in which 3 stands for R, G, and B. Therefore, the joined
training sample (matrix x) is a 1250 × 3 matrix (625 pixels from target picture and 625 pixels from non-target picture). y is the corresponding converted information in the
new color space, and W is the conversion matrix. In (2), x
is a M × 3 matrix in the original space. Hence, the number of rows in W must be 3. Then, the conversion matrix should be a 3 × n matrix, where n denotes the number of color components in the new color space. Since, we
wanted to stay loyal to the number of color components in
the original color space, we retained n at 3 too. That is one
of several reasons for setting W as a 3 × 3 matrix. Other
reasons are mentioned in their appropriate place in the paper.
At the fourth step, we use the FCM method to cluster the
achieved data in the new space. Our FCM clustering problem is based on the minimization of the following objective
function:
Jm (U, V ) =

n 
c


2
um
ik yk − vi  ,

(3)
Fig. 1 Flowchart of creating the new color space

k=1 i=1
n 
c


∗
2
um
ik (x W )k − vi  ,

(4)

k=1 i=1

where Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . , yn } is a finite subset of an Sdimensional vector space over the real data, Y denotes the
set of feature vectors and c is the number of clusters, and
m > 1 is the fuzziness index. The matrix, U = [uik ]c×n is
called a constrained fuzzy c partition of Y if the entries of
U satisfy the following,

uik ∈ [0, 1],
c


uik = 1,

i = 1, 2, . . . , c k = 1, 2, . . . , n
k = 1, 2, . . . , n

i=1

0<

n

k=1

uik < n,

i = 1, 2, . . . , c

(5)
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and uik is the degree of membership of the k-th data item to
the i-th cluster, V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , vc } is the cluster prototypes
set and vi ∈ R s is the center of the i-th cluster.
Next, in order to enhance the clustering execution, and
to obtain the optimum transformation weights in the conversion matrix, we calculate the clustering error of the transformed data according to the FCM clustering parameters in a
function called Cost function. Then, the PSO search method
is utilized to reduce this error step by step in a determined
number of iteration levels. In fact, the PSO searches a 9dimensional space (because we have 9 weights to be determined) for the optimum weights, which would result in a W
with more discriminating effects. More details about operation of our method are discussed in Sect. 2.3.
2.2 Quadratic transformation
Although the previously obtained W is powerful in the clustering domain, nevertheless in the following materials we
will show that there is a better approach to find the weights
of W , in a way that classification is more distinctively done,
especially in images that targets and non-targets have close
color contents. Here, the flowchart is the same as Fig. 1,
except for the linear conversion which is replaced with the
following quadratic conversion,
y = 0.5 × (W × (x × W )T )T + x × W

(6)

In a more simple form it becomes:
y = x(W W T /2 + W )

(7)

Equation (6), including the constant coefficient, 0.5, is
originated from the general form of quadratic programming
topic [56]. This equation has a non-linear structure and consists of two parts. The first part has a W × W T term which
is a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix and has greater weights than
the W alone. This makes the quadratic conversion more efficient in the transform operation. The nature of (7) is another reason for having a 3 × 3 conversion matrix. If we had
used a 3 × n conversion matrix in which n = 3, we would
not have been able to use the quadratic conversion equation.
That is because we cannot sum up the matrices having different dimensions. It is worthy to mention that there exist
several two-part conversions with non-linear intrinsic that
could lead into better results, but one of the most general
ones could be (6).
Again the FCM method is used to cluster the obtained
data in the new space. Therefore, we have to minimize the
mentioned objective function in (3) with a different y that is
obtained from (6). By rewriting the objective function, we

have
Jm (U, V )
=

n 
c


∗
∗ ∗
T T
∗
2
um
ik (0.5 (W (x W ) ) + x W )k − vi  (8)

k=1 i=1

The common solution for solving this non-linear problem
is through the Lagrange multipliers. To optimize the final solution, it is sufficient to solve the following set of equations,
⎧ ∂J (U,V )
⎪
⎪
⎨ ∂W

∂J (U,V )

∂x
⎪
⎪
⎩ ∂J (U,V )

(9)

∂v

It is clear enough that by expanding (7), due to the power
of 2, we will have a non-linear equation with powers of 3
and 4. So the new objective function is non-convex, and it is
hard to be solved through the Lagrange multipliers. In fact,
the former equation due to its non-quadratic structure does
not seem to have a routine solution. A common solution for
these kind of problems is a comprehensive search that exposes the problem with so many answers, and tries to find
the best and closest one by the trial and error method. One
such algorithm is the PSO search method in which at first a
random guess-work is made and then the procedure tries to
converge it toward the real answer. Although, the final solution may not be the exact solution, but it is very close to it.
Here, in our problem, we try to guess the W and gradually
update it in a way that results to an optimal conversion matrix. Then, utilizing the PSO approach seems to be one of the
best options to solve this non-linear non-convex problem. In
the next subsection the details of the PSO search method in
finding the optimum W is discussed.
2.3 PSO based procedure to find optimized conversion
matrix
For a quick review of the PSO algorithm see the Appendix at
the end of this paper. The following pseudo code describes
our method in finding the best clustering conversion matrix:
Comment: PSO-based optimizing conversion matrix problem algorithm,
Load each R, G and B color values from Target training
Sample separately.
Load each R, G and B color values from non-Target
training Sample separately.
Put these values along each other as a single matrix;
Comment: first, values from target and then values from
non-target.
Comment: Define the solution space, fitness function, and
population size,
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For each W ,
Initialize:
a: Minimum and maximum value of particles velocity
in each dimension [vmin vmax ]; Comment: normally
a number between −0.5 and 0.5.
b: Maximum iteration, number of particles; Comment:
usually 100 and 50 respectively.
c: Number of dimensions; Comment: for testing sea
target images it is always 9.
d: Minimum and maximum value of particles value
in each dimension [xmin xmax ]; Comment: usually a
value between −1 and 1.
e: Initial and final value of Inertia weighting factor, w;
Comment: here, 1.
f: Determine velocity values matrices; Comment: according to Maximum iteration and Number of dimension.
g: Determine initial value for particles x; Comment:
according to number of particles and [xmin xmax ].
While Iteration <Max iteration or population uniformity < threshold
Update inertia weighting factor w; Comment: according to (11).
Call Cost function; Comment: this function is constituted from two nested functions called Conversion
and Error functions. Calculating the Error value is
done here (Error value is the number of misclassified
converted sample data after the FCM clustering).
Conversion function
Form W according to current w vector values
Perform linear or quadratic conversion;
Comment: according to (2) and (6) respectively.
Error function
FCM clustering
Error value calculation
End Error function
End Conversion function
Set restricting decisions to prevent x and velocity
values from growing limitless.
Finding pbest and gbest for particles and their related x values;
Comment: pbest and gbest are best position for
each and all particles respectively.
Update vik+1 and xik+1 ; Comment: According to
(12), (13).
End While
End For
Display founded best x .
Comment: final conversion on the whole original image.
Form final W according to obtained values for x particle
with the gbest position
Load the original image,
Separate each R, G and B values,

S. Mirghasemi et al.

Convert these values with the same applied conversion
in the Cost Function,
Form the new image with three converted values and
display it.
This structure includes four main parts:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Extraction of training samples
The PSO algorithm
Cost Function
Conversion of the whole original image

2.3.1 Adapting the PSO algorithm for solving the problem
The PSO algorithm was described in the previous section
and now we explain matching it to our problem. xi =
(xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xin ) is the i-th particle with n dimensions. In
our problem, the conversion matrix, W , has 9 elements.
Then here, the search space is 9-Dimensional (n = 9), so
xi = (xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xi9 ), i.e., each particle represents one
variable with 9 dimensions. Each particle is initialized with
a primary location and a primary velocity. The number of
particles as well as the number of iteration levels should
be reasonable with respect to the usage. Typical numbers
are mentioned in the experimental results. The general approach is that we fly the 9D particles in order to lead their
weights in a sense that cover our criteria for the new space.
The tuning scheme for this goal is the Cost function. The
Cost function decides for the value of each particle, and the
search is done based on the cost of all particles as explained
in Sect. 2.3. During the PSO search these particles are updating their location and velocity in such a way that the final
obtained matrix leads us to the solution of (4) or (8), which
in other words represents the best possible separating conversion matrix according to the used training samples. The
next sub-section includes the PSO Cost function description
in finding the optimum W .
2.3.2 Cost function in the PSO algorithm
We need a function to tune up the velocity and position of
our particles in the PSO search. This function is a criterion
that connects the FCM and PSO in a way that the final result
would be an optimum matrix, and eventually through the
conversion would visually separate the target and non-target
pixels. The Cost function is composed of two nested functions named Conversion and Error functions. Three main operations are performed in the Cost function:
– The conversion operation of the training samples.
– The FCM clustering of the converted samples.
– Calculating the Error value in the new space version of
training samples.
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After initialization of the PSO search and extraction of
the training samples, they have to be converted to the new
space. More clearly, the training samples are converted by
the proposed W through the linear/quadratic conversion.
This task is done in the Conversion function in which the W
is formed according to current position of particles (x vector). Then the Error function is called inside the same Conversion function. In the Error function, the FCM clustering
is performed and the number of misclassified data in the new
space is calculated. There are three color components for the
converted sample, so we have three Error values, the maximum of these values is fed back to the PSO search body,
as the single output of the Cost function. In this way, we
are trying to minimize the worst error of the conversion in
each triple color component. That is, by reducing the largest
value, we have definitely reduced other values as well. Another alternative is to sum up all three values and then return
the total as the single output of the Cost function, but the
final result is a little different, and anyway the max-of-threevalues method is experimentally better. Thereby, increasing
the number of color components in the new space would result in higher dimensional matrices, which is equivalent to
more coefficients to be determined, and also additional dimensions to be clustered with the FCM, and this obviously
is not what we are looking for because in this case the process would take more time to perform.
2.3.3 The error value calculation
In our algorithm the Error value is obtained by the Error
function in which, by means of the FCM method we try
to produce an error based on belonging of the transformed
training pixels to the target or non-target clusters. In other
words, we intend to calculate the clustering error of the
performed conversion. Since the united training sample is
formed from the joint of target and non-targets color values, they are not totally mixed. That is, the first half of the
united matrix contains values from target and the second
one is composed of value from non-target. We expect after the conversion, target values are still in the first half of
the clustered matrix and non-target values are in the second
half of it. Therefore, we divide the transformed pixels into
two groups and try to count the number of pixels that are
not in their own clusters. To do so, we use the degree of
membership (uik ), obtained from the FCM procedure, and
see whether after the conversion, the target and non-target
pixels are still separate (i.e. in two clusters) or not. Then, using the membership values, it is quite simple to determine if
they are mixed after conversion or not. It is expectable that
the lower the Error value is, the better the clustering is performed. So during the PSO execution the aim is to minimize
the Error value which is described as follow,
Error value = en1 + en2

(10)

where en1 denotes the number of pixels that do not belong to
the first cluster (target cluster) and en2 denotes the number
of pixels that do not belong to the second cluster (non-target
cluster).
2.3.4 Velocity weight update control
This operation is carried out with a factor called the inertia weight. Many references have pointed out that good
values for inertia weight are usually slightly less than 1.
From our experiments in the PSO particle velocity control,
we found out that choosing the inertia weight between 0.5
and 1 results in maximum velocity coincidence. Then, in
the standard PSO, the inertia weight is introduced as a descending parameter which is initially set to a higher value,
winitialize = 1, and finally it becomes wfinal = 0.5. A linear
relation is defined per iteration according to:
e = (winitialize − wfinal )

(kmax − k)
+ wfinal
kmax

(11)

where winitialize , initializes the value of the weight factor and
the final weight is wfinal , k is the iteration number and kmax
is the maximum number of iterations. In the first iteration,
k is set to zero and so w is winitialize , gradually w decreases
to wfinal . Choosing values out of this interval leads to an
uncontrollable particle velocity which affects the best global
solution.

3 Experimental results and discussion
For some reasons, the sea target databases, unlike face and
skin images, are not usually in common access. The lack
of famous visible color images for sea target detection,
forced us to create our own database. We have successfully
tested our new color space on 2 different databases. Our
First database comprises about 2000 frames of the sea targets from several mainstream movies and about 100 pictures
which are collected from the Internet. The second one is the
database from low quality videos filmed by us for sea target
detection purposes. This database is composed of images in
which the contrast, resolution, brightness and chroma difference are generally low. We have chosen the poorer quality
intentionally because this is the case for real sea target detection problems. Before reviewing the experimental results,
it is worth mentioning that in the real sea target detection applications, the background of the image is mostly composed
of sea and sometimes sky, and nothing more. So, expecting sea targets with complicated backgrounds would seem
somewhat unreasonable. Hence, most of the used images in
this work are sea targets with simple background, but for
demonstrating the performance of our method even for complex pictures, a few images with complicated backgrounds
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Data Base

Number of
Data Points

Conversion
Matrix Size

Error Value in the
First Iteration

Error Value in the
Last Iteration

Lin.
Conv.

Quad.
Conv.

Lin.
Conv.

Quad.
Conv.

100

4×4

11

13

3

2

Wine (2,3)

119

13 × 13

38

38

38

37

Glass (1,2)

113

9×9

63

60

58

57

Iris (versicolor,
virginica)

are also included. In this section, we will demonstrate the applicability of our method in different conditions and different applications. First of all, we test our method as a general
classifier in non-image datasets. Secondly, the efficiency of
the TCS is considered in the mentioned sea target databases
from different perspectives. Next, the sample selection strategy, and the performance test of the proposed method are
discussed. Finally, another application of the TCS in image
classification is introduced.
3.1 Testing the proposed methods on non-image datasets
Discrimination performance of the proposed method is investigated using some standard datasets. These datasets are
created as benchmarks to evaluate the validity of different
classifiers. For example, the Iris dataset is composed of three
different types of data, which are Setosa, Versicolor and Virginica. Each type has 50 data points, and the characteristic
of each data point is specified with 4 numbers, which are
the indicators that are used to train our method. Therefore,
we need a 4 × 4 matrix to convert this dataset into a new
space. The procedure for classification is as follows; first we
convert the dataset by a random matrix, then we try to optimize the matrix in order to clearly discriminate between two
clusters and reduce the mentioned Error value. More clearly,
our effort in the new space is to evaluate the ability of our
method in differentiating two categories of a dataset, while
they are mixed in their original form.
Table 2 shows the results of testing our classifier with
these datasets. Error value, in Table 2, indicates the number of misclassified data after converting to the new space.
For instance, the final Error value for the Wine dataset in
the quadratic conversion is 37. That is, the final quadratic
conversion with the optimum W still has got 37 misclassified data in the new space. As depicted in Table 2, the
quadratic transform always has lower classification error
than the linear one. Moreover, our method is more efficient
in low dimensional databases like Iris. According to these
results when the matrix dimensions are increased, the number of misclassified data are increased as well. Therefore, the
lower the matrix dimensions are, the lower the Error value
we would have in the new space. This is yet another reason

why we kept the column number of W at the minimum, 3.
The particles and iteration levels numbers are 50 and 100
respectively in the entire performed tests of Table 2. As explained, the conversion matrix for Wine and Glass datasets
should be 13 × 13 and 9 × 9 respectively.
The second kind of experiment to reveal some aspect
of our method, tests the proposed method on an artificial
two-class dataset. This dataset is composed of two different classes which have been produced manually with different configurations in the Cartesian coordinates. The aim is
to convert the points of each class through the linear and
quadratic procedures and see if they are more distinctive
in the new space. The Cartesian coordinates of each point
are used as features to train our method. Since we have one
value for the x-axis and one value for the y-axis, here our
conversion matrix is a 2 × 2 matrix. After the conversion,
we expect the points of each class, and correspondingly the
two classes, to be moved in such a way that they seem more
separate in the Cartesian coordinates. Different combinations of class1 (blue points) and class2 (red points), with
the new space resulted from linear and quadratic transformations are depicted in Fig. 2. In each configuration, less
than half of the total number of data points from each class
is randomly chosen to train the method. Finally, the resulted
conversion matrix is generalized to the whole data (used to
convert the whole dataset). As it can be seen from Fig. 2, the
method tends to compact the classes especially in one direction. Sometimes, like Fig. 2(b), the quadratic conversion has
considerably better result, in which the transformed data has
less entropy. This means, although the conversion may seem
not particularly successful in rearranging the position of the
two classes in a distant manner, but it is effective in reducing the entropy of each class, which is an efficient quality for
the classes to look more distinctive. Another important point
to mention is that, in Figs. 2(c) and (d), the two classes are
somewhat mixed (they have common coordinate values for
some points), but the proposed method tries to differentiate
between the two classes and arrange them in a line. As before, the PSO tries to find the optimum weights for the 2 × 2
conversion matrix. The difference with the general case that
we are looking for a 3 × 3 matrix is in the initialization of
the PSO. Other than that, the procedure is the same.
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Fig. 2 Comparing class2 data
conversion in different
configurations with the
proposed linear and quadratic
methods

3.2 Testing the TCS on sea target image database
Here, the visual motivations for creating the new Targetbased Color Space (TCS) are investigated. Figure 3(a)
shows a 3D plot of target, and non-target pixels, in which
each pixel is mapped into a 3D space according to its color
component values. That is to say, according to values of
triple color components of each pixel, a position in a 3dimensional space is attributed to it. A 256 × 256 pixels
image from non-target part of the image and a 25 × 25

pixels image from the target part of that image are used
to show the distribution of color components in its original form (in the RGB color space) and then the same is
done for the TCS. It can be seen from the original picture
that the color components of these two classes (target and
non-target) are somewhat close (especially the target and
the sky from the background), and the position of pixels are
varying over a long range. Figure 3(b) shows the converted
image in the new color space. As it presents, not only the
distance between the target and non-target pixels is further
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Fig. 3 The plot of target and
non-target pixel’s color
components in; (a) the original
image. (b) The converted image

but also the entropy of each class is less. It should be mentioned that the second plot is zoomed for observing more
details.
In the next step, we will show that none of the classical color spaces can meet the visual criteria for distinctive
target classification. This is yet another motivation to create the TCS. As depicted in Fig. 4, the image in Fig. 4(a) is
shown in four different color spaces. Figures 4(e) and 4(f)
show the linear, and the quadratic conversions respectively.
It is apparent from this figure that the quadratic conversion
yields the best result from the distinctive segmentation point
of view.
Our major problem in target detection lies in images in
which the target and non-target have the same or close color
contents. Existence of color differences between the target
and non-target pixels is the basic assumption in our method.
So, in images with exactly the same color components for
the target and non-target pixels, the new color space is impotent, and the classification task is not possible. But, in images with close color contents which we call them Close
Color Content (C3 ) from now on, we have a solution which
is the quadratic conversion. In contrast with linear transformation, the quadratic one has two considerable superiorities:
(a) It results in less Error value after fewer iteration steps.
It means, not only more minimum Error value is achievable through the quadratic conversion, but also a lesser
number of iterations is required.
(b) It is more efficient for segmentation in C3 and other images.

Fig. 4 The new color space in contrast with some classical color
spaces. (a) Original image. (b) YCbCr color space. (c) YIQ color
space. (d) HSV color space. (e) Linear conversion. (f) Quadratic conversion

Figure 5 compares the results of the Linear and Quadratic
conversions for images from both mentioned databases. Because of the error reduction specification of the quadratic
conversion, the final results for the Quadratic conversion are
more distinctive. For Fig. 5(a), the linear transmission has

the error value of 225, which means 225 pixels from 1250
pixels of training samples are misclassified. However, for the
quadratic one, this value is 0. Besides, the quadratic transform converges to an Error value of 0 after 7 iterations, while
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Fig. 5 Comparing the results of
the linear and quadratic
conversions. (a) The original
image from the second database.
(d) The original image from the
first database. (b, e) The linear
conversion results. (c, f) The
quadratic conversion results

Fig. 6 3D plot for pixel’s color component of images, (a) Fig. 5a, (b) Fig. 5b, and (c) Fig. 5c

the linear one could not reach a better Error value of 225
pixels, with the maximum iteration number of 100, and 50
particles. Figure 6 shows the 3D plot of the color components of the pixels in Figs. 5(a)–(c). The obtained conversion matrices for Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) are WL and WQ respectively:
⎡
⎤
0.1768 0.4524 1.1236
WL = ⎣0.7211 1.5524 2.1966 ⎦ ,
1.5137 2.8748 3.60452
⎡
⎤
−0.1131 −2.1594 −1.2894
WQ = ⎣ 0.2451
3.1659
2.7297 ⎦
2.2744
1.9851
0.9326
As depicted in Fig. 6, although the linear 3D plot entropy
is better but because the quadratic 3D plot creates further
distance between the target and non-target pixels, the converted image by quadratic method has yielded a better visual result. However, the quadratic conversion has a problem in its original form; it increases the intensity of color
components for each pixel due to the nature of its structure.
This feature biases the whole image toward bright colors like

white, light blue, light yellow, and etc. To solve this problem, we multiply color contents of each pixel with a factor
having a value less than one. This factor for the obtained
image in Fig. 5(c) is 0.5.
To compare and contrast another aspect of the TCS and
the RGB color space, we have applied the Sobel edge detector to both images in Figs. 5(a) and (c), with results depicted
in Fig. 7. This can be assumed as a post-processing technique, especially in cases where the final image is supposed
to be processed by a machine, and not by a human-based visual system. Although the Sobel filter has the same threshold
value for both images, but the resulted binary image from the
RGB color space contains so many unwanted edges from the
non-target, while all detected edges in the TCS color space
are from the target.
To show the practicality of the proposed method, we segmented numerous images from the second database with
one W , which is obtained through the quadratic conversion
from the most left image in the first row in Fig. 8. Surprisingly, even for images which we do not know anything
about, and no training samples are extracted from, the target
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is still detectable. The obtained matrix is:
⎡
⎤
−2.7386 1.6952 −3.4514
w = ⎣ 1.9795 −1.9741 2.5340 ⎦
1.3905
0.0321
1.8645

Fig. 7 Comparison of edge detection results between the RGB color
space and the TCS. (a) Edge detection in Fig. 5(a). (b) Edge detection
in Fig. 5(c)

S. Mirghasemi et al.

For this experiment the PSO is initialized with 50 particles and 100 iteration levels. As depicted in Fig. 8, the above
matrix has the same classification results for other images.
Although the lighting, target and background conditions are
somewhat different, using the same conversion matrix, the
target is similarly segmented for all images. This feature is
of interest especially in real-time applications. Of course,
there are some pictures for which the classification results
are not good enough, which are shown in the last row. In
these frames, the lighting condition which is either too poor
or too dazzling, prevents the sea target from looking visually
different.
To reveal the efficiency of the TCS by means of the
Quadratic conversion, and also taking preferences of using
color features, some pictures with complicated background
are selected from the first database, and the converted re-

Fig. 8 Obtaining a single conversion matrix for classification in the second database
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Fig. 9 The efficiency of the TCS in some complicated pictures from the first database

sults are depicted in Fig. 9. The previous PSO initialization
is again applied here.
To compare the TCS with other state-of-the art algorithms, we compared the results of our method with one
of the most famous classifiers, the Support Vector Machine
(SVM), as follows. The results in Fig. 10 show that, although the SVM is more successful in preserving the exact
shape of the detected target, but it has also detected some
other parts of the non-targets as target.
3.3 Strategy for sample selection
First of all, it should be noted that different sampling from
target figure cannot result in different sample pictures from
the target. This is due to the fact that the target is a small part
of the picture (usually less than 5% of the whole image), and
selecting a 25 × 25 pixels image from it would cover almost
the whole target picture. In other words, when repeating the
sampling procedure, we cannot obtain another target sample
picture with very different color components. But in nontarget sampling the situation is different. To include the color
diversity in the background or non-target part of the image,
the non-target sample is selected from three different parts
of the non-target picture. Again, if the background is simple,
i.e. nothing more than sea and sky, different sampling would
not change the color components of the non-target sample
very much. Even when the non-target sample is slightly different, the results are visually the same, as shown in Fig. 11.
In this figure, two different sampling procedures are performed, and then the proposed color space is tested on them.
Here, the images of the related training samples are shown
below the classification results. As a difference between two
results, in the second sampling (Fig. 11(c)), the target in the
classified image is a little more chromatic which is not tangible for human vision at all.

However, if we are dealing with complicated images
which have a vast diversity of colors, the sampled non-target
image in different sampling procedures would not be the
same. Here, sometimes it is necessary to include four parts
of the non-target part of the image, as shown in Fig. 12. Although, with a different sampling the classification results
are different but, it has been done in an admissible manner.
Consider the following images with the extracted samples,
despite the fact that, the non-target samples are different but,
the classification results seem acceptable in both cases.
Regarding the size of the applied training samples in the
paper, as mentioned before, to establish a tradeoff between
the time consumption and acceptable classification results,
a 25×25 pixels size is chosen for training samples. In addition, we wanted to detect the target with the least dependency to the original image. Therefore, increasing the size
of the training sample would increase not only the consumption time, but also the dependency of the introduced method
to, to be classified image. However, an increase in the size
of training samples would improve the classification performance.
3.4 Performance test
This section is devoted to evaluate the performance test of
our approach. As mentioned before, having the conversion
matrix obtained, the detection procedure is applicable to
real-time applications. That is, the only work that should be
done is simply multiplying the image and the matrix which
is doable in a fraction of a second. Practicality of this idea
is demonstrated in Fig. 8. But if the duration of the whole
procedure, is of interest, it should be mentioned that in the
whole procedure including running the PSO search and the
FCM clustering, and continuing it till the final conversion
matrix is obtained, the consumed time depends on three factors; the size of the training samples, the number of particles,
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the
detection results in SVM and
TCS classifiers. (a, b) The
original images. (c, d) The SVM
results. (e, f) The TCS results

Fig. 11 A sample comparison
of detection results while the
training sample from the
non-target in a simple
background image is different.
The used training samples are
shown below each classification
result. (a) The original image.
(b, c) Detection results with the
used training samples

Fig. 12 A sample comparison
of detection results while the
training sample from the
non-target in a complex
background image is different.
The used training samples are
shown below each classification
result. (a) The original image.
(b, c) Detection results with the
used training samples

and the maximum number of iterations. The larger these
three parameters are, the more time is needed to attain the
conversion matrix which is the cost for having more exact
results. In Table 3, several tradeoffs between these factors,
and the consumed time for each setting, in which the results
are admissible, is shown. The type of hardware configuration will vary these measured times. The PC we used has
an Intel core 2 quad CPU (Q6600@2.41 GHz) and 2 GB of
RAM. The bold numbers show the applied setting for the
majority of the experiments in this work which has established a tradeoff between the elapsed time and acceptable
results. The size of the extracted pixels from the target and

non-target should be summed to indicate the total amount of
pixels used for training.
3.5 Other applications
As another application for the TCS, its robustness in creating a new color space for skin detection is illustrated. This
usage is very practical in the field of image processing which
is another motivation to think over other aspects of the new
color space. The following matrix shows the obtained result
by applying the new method through the linear transforma-
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Fig. 13 Creating a new color
space with the proposed method
for skin detection.
(a) The original image.
(b) The converted image

Table 3 Required time for obtaining the classified image in the TCS with different initializations
No. of sample pixels from target and non-target
450 (two 15 × 15 matrices)

1250 (two 25 × 25 matrices)

2450 (two 35 × 35 matrices)

No. of particle and
max iteration

P = 50

P = 60

P = 90

P = 50

P = 60

P = 90

P = 50

P = 60

P = 90

I = 100

I = 90

I = 120

I = 100

I = 90

I = 120

I = 100

I = 90

I = 120

Total elapsed time

1 16

1 34

2 30

1 46

1 58

4 08

3 00

3 09

5 46

tion.
⎡

⎤
0.0229 −0.1307 −0.0126
W = ⎣ 3.1821
2.8361
2.4346 ⎦
−3.1594 −2.7275 −2.4061
Figure 13 depicts one example of skin detection in the TCS.

4 Conclusions and future work
Conventional clustering algorithms fail to solve some realworld clustering problems. A PSO-adjusted space conversion, based on quadratic conversion has been developed to
deal with a particular kind of clustering problem which is
the target detection for the sea pictures. In the newly generated space, patterns (points) are rearranged in such a way
that the FCM can recognize intrinsic grouping of the given
data. There are two innovations in this paper. Firstly, we introduced a quadratic color space conversion, and secondly
we successfully tested this new color space for target detection for the sea pictures. Experimental results show that
not only quadratic conversion is a new criterion for creating a more differentiator color space, but also the application in the sea target detection is a new and successful experience. All above abilities made the new color space to
be efficient in more general frames. It means that our new
method, unlike the related mentioned work in Sect. 1.2 that
are efficient in special kind of images, or frames with special angle of view, is applicable in almost all color images
and frames. For sure our work is one of the first research
works on the sea target detection area that utilizes color features. One of our future works is to generalize our method
to any other benchmark problems. We used just color features classification which is not appropriate in all images.

Combination of our algorithm with some other features and
utilizing other training based methods like Support Vector
Machine (SVM), and extending the study to a more general nonlinear case with kernel approach are other future
works. In general, such a space conversion that can result
in the discovery of natural grouping in data would be appreciable. Because, it is valuable in many areas like: signal representation, pattern classification/recognition, pattern understanding/analysis, and data mining. In other words, it makes
it possible to work in a more sensible and more desirable
space.

Appendix
The Particle swarm optimization (PSO) is a swarm intelligence-based algorithm to find a solution to an optimization
problem in a search space, or model and predict social behavior in the presence of objectives. The particle swarm optimization algorithm was first developed in 1995 by James
Kennedy and Russell C. Eberhart [57, 58]. The techniques
have evolved greatly since then, and the original version of
the algorithm is barely recognizable in the current ones. The
swarm is typically modeled by particles in the multidimensional space that have a position and a velocity. These particles fly through hyperspace (i.e. R n ) and have two essential
reasoning capabilities: their memory of their own best position (pbest) and knowledge of the global or their neighborhood’s best (gbest). In a minimization optimization problem, problems are formulated so that “best” simply means
the position with the smallest objective value. Members of a
swarm communicate good positions to each other and adjust
their own position and velocity based on these good positions. So a particle has the following information to make a
suitable change in its position and velocity:
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• A global best that is known to all and immediately updated when a new best position is found by any particle in
the swarm.
• Neighborhood best that the particle obtains by communicating with a subset of the swarm.
• The local best, which is the best solution that the particle
has seen locally.
In this work, the global variant of the PSO was considered because it exhibited faster convergence compared
to the local one [59]. Suppose that the search space is Ddimensional, then the ith particle of the swarm can be represented by a D-dimensional vector, Xi = (xi1 , xi2 . . . xiD ).
The velocity (position change) of this particle, can be represented by another D-dimensional vector Vi = (vi1 , vi2 . . .
viD ). The use of the inertia weight w has been proved to result in improved performance [60]. In a PSO system based
on inertia weight, update of particles is accomplished by the
following equations:
k+1
k
= wvid
+ c1 × r1(xpbestid − xid )
vid

+ c2 × r2(xgbestid − xid )
k+1
xid

k+1
k
= xid
+ vid

(12)
(13)

where d = 1, 2, . . . , D; i = 1, 2, . . . , N , and N is the size of
the swarm; c1 and c2 are positive constants; r1 and r2 are
random numbers, uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 1];
and k = 1, 2, . . . , denotes the iteration number.
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